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Review summary
In the present study it is described a methodology applied for the identification of various atmospheric scenes, over China, based on MODIS satellite data. To this aim, it
is attempted a discrimination among fog, haze, dust, clouds and surface based on the
spectral contrast of their brightness temperature or reflectance. The topic is interesting
and fits to the research objectives of AMT. Nevertheless, there are many major drawbacks in the submitted manuscript which must be addressed before it can be accepted
for publication. The authors must rewrite most parts of the text since the English writing is problematic making hard (in many cases even impossible) to understand the
meaning. From a scientific point of view, I have doubts regarding the robustness of the
obtained findings due to the limited number of cases that are analyzed. Different types
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of clouds (depending on the meteorological conditions), the coverage of the underlying
surface (depending on the season) or the intensity of fog, haze or dust storm may alter
the results. All these aspects are not discussed in the manuscript. The interpretation
of the scientific outcomes is poor without providing detailed explanations. Actually, the
discussion is restricted just to a simple description of the figures. Moreover, in the
results section there is not any reference whereas an intercomparison/connection between the obtained findings here and the corresponding ones reported from previous
works is missing. Likewise, it would be useful to provide a map of the study region annotated with the locations mentioned in the text. In order to facilitate the visualization
of your results, it would be better to keep the same line style for fog, haze, dust, clouds
and surface among the histogram plots. Also, all the figures in which are depicted geographical distributions (e.g. Fig.1) must be improved. Please consider also to rewrite
the captions in all figures/tables describing precisely what is presented there. Summarizing, I strongly believe that the submitted paper needs a major revision in order to
be suitable for publication in AMT. Below are listed my comments/suggestions which I
hope that will help the authors to improve their work.
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Specific comments
1. Page 1, Lines 20-21: Don’t use capital letter for Haze and Dust. The phrase “typical
extreme weather” must be rephrased to “typical extreme weather conditions” or “typical extreme weather phenomena” or “severe weather conditions”. I ‘ve noticed that
this incorrect statement is used throughout the manuscript. How the damage of the
ecological environment is related to the development of fog?
2. Page 1, Lines 22-24: Modify this sentence because at its present form is not clear.
I suppose that you want to point out that fog, haze and dust storm affect the radiation field within the Earth-Atmosphere system and these perturbations are related to
impacts on climate.
3. Page 1, Lines 24-28: Merge these two sentences and reduce their length.
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4. Page 2, Lines 1-2: Modify this sentence. Here is my suggestion: “For the identification of severe weather conditions several methods have been deployed relied on
ground observations and spaceborne remote sensing techniques”. Don’t forget to add
some references.
5. Page 2, Lines 2-6: Rewrite these two sentences highlighting in a better way the
advantages/disadvantages of ground observations and satellite remote sensing techniques.
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6. Page 2, Lines 6-8: “An accurate discrimination between fog, haze and dust is a
challenging task due to their similar spectral signature influenced also by clouds which
their properties can vary in a similar way in spectral terms”.
7. Page 2, Lines 8-10: I cannot understand the meaning of this sentence. Please
rephrase it.
8. Page 2, Lines 11-12: This sentence is not written appropriately.
9. Page 2, Lines 12 – 14: “For example, Eyre et al. (1984) used NOAA/AVHRR
data to distinguish fog and low-level clouds based on differences of the brightness
temperatures between channel 3 (3.7 µm) and channel 4 (11.0 µm).”. When you are
referring to previous works you have to add the relevant references as in my example.
Please make the appropriate corrections in all relevant parts of the document. Is there
any more recent reference that you can use?
10. Page 2, Lines 14-16: “Bendix et al. (2004), proposed a methodology suitable
for the identification of fog during nighttime and daytime through a synergistic use of
MODIS-Terra and MSG-SEVIRI retrievals.”
11. Page 2, Lines 17-18: Is there any reference for that? Also, it would be useful to
provide some numbers (e.g. frequency, concentrations, relative change expressed in
percentages).
12. Page 2, Lines 17-21: The English writing must be improved. Moreover, it is not
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so useful just to mention previous works without mentioning anything regarding the
scientific findings.
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13. Page 2, Lines 22-27: You have to provide more information in this part of the
introduction. For example, which satellite data have been used by Shenk and Curram (1975)? Which dust storm Ackerman (1989) analyzed? The analysis made by
Roskovensky and Liou (2005) focused on a specific dust outbreak? These are the only
existing studies in the literature?
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14. Page 3, Lines 1-6: Rephrase bullet 1. What do you mean “The remote sensing
detection of haze is rarely performed. . .”. I suppose that the authors want to highlight
the low temporal resolution of satellite sensors sampling. Is that correct? Regarding
the third bullet, if I have understood correctly, in the present analysis the fog, haze and
dust are investigated for three individual cases. If so, then I cannot understand how the
submitted work contributes towards this direction.
15. Page 3, Lines 7-9: “The optical and microphysical properties of fog, haze and
dust particles vary among them, particularly in the visible and infrared wavelengths,
attributed to differences in particles’ sizes and moisture content.”. Please add some
references to support this statement.
16. Page 3, Lines 10-13: Reform this part of the text trying to make clear to the reader
which is the overarching goal of your analysis.
17. Page 3, Section 2.1: The description of the utilized satellite data is very poor. For
example, which data have been used? (Move all the information in this section and
don’t describe them in Section 2.2). From which satellite (Terra, Aqua or both) the
retrievals have been acquired? Which version has been used? Where these data are
available?
18. Page 3, Line 25: Correct the units.
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19. Page 3, Line 26: Do you mean at the top of the atmosphere?
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20. Page 4, Lines 4-5: “. . .E is the solar irradiance, D is the Earth-Sun distance (usually
is equal to 1) whereas cosθ represents the cosine of the solar zenith angle.”
21. Page 4, Lines 6-7: Provide the reference used for the definition of the brightness
temperature.
22. Page 4, Lines 11-13: Replace “Boerziman constanst” with “Boltzmann constant”.
Provide units for the temperature.
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23. Page 4, Lines 16-20: The authors should rewrite this part of the text. The information that they provide is vague and not so helpful for the reader. How these three
different cases have been selected? A major drawback of the analysis is that they
are studied only three cases reducing thus the robustness of the scientific outcomes.
Is there any dependency of the defined thresholds, either for the brightness temperatures or for the surface reflectance, with respect to different atmospheric scenes? More
specifically, how the different types of clouds, land cover or the intensity of the studied
severe weather cases would affect (alter) the obtained results? Also, a map annotated
with the locations stated in the manuscript will be useful since most of the readers
are not familiar with the geography of the study region. Which is the meteorological
department?
24. Page 6, Lines 1-5: The quality of the English writing is really bad. In addition, I
don’t think that this paragraph is useful. Each sentence can be used in the relevant
parts of the document where Figures 1, 2 and 3 are discussed.
25. Page 6, Lines 6-10: Rewrite both sentences.
26. Page 6, Lines 10-12: The authors referring to conclusions without presenting any
result so far. Moreover, could you support, based on previous relevant studies, how the
bands have been selected?
27. Page 6, Lines 13-17: In Figure 4 is depicted the histogram of the brightness
temperature differences between bands 22 and 23. Make the appropriate corrections
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in the caption of Figure 4 adding also the label in x axis.
28. Page 6, Lines 17-18: “Thus, the fog area can be identified when T22-T23>9”.
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29. Page 7, Lines 1-2: Please add a reference.
30. Page 7, Line 5: “In Fig. 5 are illustrated the histograms of HI values. . ..”
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31. Page 7, Lines 6-8: Merge and rewrite these two sentences trying also to avoid the
repetition of the Haze Index (HI). Replace “. . .identified if HI>0.03” with “. . .identified
when HI>0.03”.
32. Page 7, Line 11: In Figure 6 as well as in the other similar figures are presented histograms. Please consider to make the appropriate corrections throughout
the manuscript.
33. Page 8, Lines 4-5: Remove this sentence and replace it with a better one in order
to introduce the analysis that follows.
34. Page 8, Lines 6-9: Rewrite this part of the text. The sentence “In the brightness
temperature difference image, differences in color represent differences in brightness
temperatures” must be improved. It seems that the fog areas are depicted with gray
colors, clouds with white-gray and the underlying surface with black. In Fig. 8, as in
all relevant figures, are presented the histograms of temperature differences between
specific bands. Please make the appropriate corrections. How can we distinguish the
surface contribution since for brightness temperatures lower than 20 there is an overlapping area with the clouds’ signal? It is not needed Figures 7 and 8 to be separated.
Please merge also Figs. 9-10, 11-12 and 13-14.
35. Page 8, Lines 10-11: Can you explain better this sentence?
36. Page 8, Lines 11-12: “Based on the histogram of brightness temperature differences (Fig. ??) it is evident that the effect of the underlying surface effect can be
eliminated when T20-T31>20.”
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37. Page 9, Lines 8-9: “Taking advantage of this spectral contrast, the differences of
MODIS reflectances (b) between bands 19 and 3 are used for the identification of the
underlying surface.”
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38. Page 9, Lines 11-13: The interpretation of both figures is just descriptive without
providing any scientific aspect and also there is not any connection with previous works.
For the identification of the surface contribution UI values must be higher than -0.1.
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39. Page 10, Line 5: “In Fig. 11 is illustrated the TOA reflectances sampled by MODIS
at band 1 while green circle symbols correspond to ground stations where dust storm
has been recorded.”. The interpretation of the results is poor (see comment 38).
40. Page 10, Line 8: I cannot understand this sentence.
41. Page 11, Lines 5-9: Rewrite this paragraph. Do you mean that clouds can be
separated from land and dust when T20-T31 is lower than 24?
42. Page 12, Lines 7-9: Rewrite this part.
43. Page 12, Lines 9-10: You have to rephrase this sentence because it is not clear
what are these 19 kinds of data available from the MICAPS software tool.
44. Page 13, Lines 2-7: You have to rewrite this part of the manuscript because the
English writing is really bad. Moreover, there are some points which are unclear. For
example, which satellite data have been used? I suppose that fog and cloud identification have been achieved based on figures 4 and 14, respectively. If so, then you can link
parts of Section 3 with those presenting the applied methodology for the discrimination
of different scene targets (Section 2).
45. Page 14, Lines 1-4: The discussion of the results presented in Table 1 must be improved. You have to add in the text a description of the information provided in the table.
Can the authors comment the reasons leading to failure of their identification method
applied for the detection of fog? Why do you have to include stations covered from
clouds since it is impossible to identify fog from space-borne observations for these
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cases? In the “Invalid sites” are considered also stations reporting cloudy/overcast
conditions?
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46. Page 14, Section 3.3: Rewrite this section. Please see also my previous comment.
47. Page 16, Conclusions: In the conclusions section you must to summarize the main
findings of your work and not to refer to generic statements (e.g. different spectral
variation between different sampled targets). Please consider to rewrite this section
using a short introduction paragraph and then highlight the most important results.
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